




15 
Missions Trips

13 
Years of

Celebrate Recovery

36  
Spread the Breads

(160 Tons of Food!)

77 
Weddings

185 
Children 

Served Each 
Year in The 

Learning Tree 
Daycare

265  
Children 

Dedicated

417 
People Baptized

650 
Children Served 

through Angel Tree 
ministry

2000-2020 Impact

150  
Pastors Trained 
At Church of God 

Conferences

10+ 
Years of Serving Our 

Community Through Our 
Daily Bread, Student 

Outreach, VBS & Kids Camps, 
Family Promise, Life Groups, 

Lupus Support Groups, 
Emergency Support, and so 

much more!

We celebrate that over 
the past 20 years, we’ve 
experienced countless 
blessings through 
our worship services, 
serving, life groups, 
and spiritual impact 
including.....



May 23, 2021.

Glad you are here this morning!  We gather this morning to celebrate the impact 
Crossroads has had on our community over the past 20 years of being on this campus!  
As we take a look back at the impact, we are humbled that God would choose to use us to 
further His kingdom purposes here in Lima/Allen County and beyond.  We also celebrate 
that through the generosity, sacrifice and faithfulness of everyday Crossroadians, we 
remain in a financially healthy position.  We are grateful for the many of you who have 
been a part of building this campus and helping to be aggressive in its payoff!
 
As we take a brief look back, let’s also celebrate the ways in which we are a light into 
this community and dream together of continued and increased impact for the Kingdom.

   - Pastor Brian
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Stories of Impact

How has Crossroads made an impact in the Lima/Allen County Area and beyond?

We’ve collected various Stories of Impact from community members and ministry 
partners! In this collection you’ll find testimonies from Soldiers of Honor, The 
Learning Tree, Great Lakes Church, Our Daily Bread, CASA, Chi Alpha at University 
of Toledo, Cornerstone of Hope, Celebrate Recovery, and some of us here at 
Crossroads. Even though many of these are kept anonymous, you’ll read the 
words of families of all types including independent individuals, families with young 
children, families with grown children, married couples, single parents, and widows 
- all a valued part of our community.

Each year at Soldiers of Honor we carefully consider our outcomes from the previous 
year. These outcomes are used to develop goals and plans for years to come. Many of 
us are aware that 2020 was a year that created substantial difficulty and despair. It 
was a year that made planning and forward thinking a very arduous task. By the grace 
of God, we are happy to say that our organization stood true to its name “Soldiers 
of Honor”. We stood through the battle of the COVID 19 pandemic of 2020, and we 
survived. We would not have been able to stand without the support of Crossroads 
Church. 

During 2020, the gracious donations of Crossroads Church enabled us to continue to 
maintain the building, purchase sanitizing cleaning supplies, and other needed items 
to serve our youth. Once quarantine was lifted, we received the go to open the gym 
with limited capacity. If we were going to serve our youth in a safe environment, 
we would need to get the second floor ready to take on an overflow of participants. 
Crossroads Church again stepped up to the challenge. 

A few of the church men and women along with the teen ministry took on a painting 
project on the second floor. The completion of this project enabled us to open the gym 
to all of our participants utilizing the second floor as an overflow space. 

Many youth have benefited from the program. Two of which are a brother sister duo. 
Eric, a third-year participant shared his success 
story with us. Eric shared that he needed something 
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to help him stay active. Eric hoped that boxing would help his confidence, motivate him 
to get moving, and push him outside of his comfort zone. Eric shared that since joining 
boxing he’s grown mentally and physically. He’s gone from needing a parent to stay 
with him during class, to being a group leader in the bootcamp session, and he now 
does actual sparring with other fighters. Eric is thankful for the program, and all of the 
support received from Crossroads Church, which enabled the program to continue to 
provide services before and during the pandemic.

Eric’s older sister Rachel originally went to the bootcamp session 
as moral support for her brother. After attending the first practice, 
Rachel shared that she realized how much she needed the program 
herself. She felt the program could help her push herself past her 
perceived ability and give her confidence to set and accomplish 
goals. Like Eric, Rachel moved on to sparring and has accepted 
challenges in other areas of her life both educationally and in other 
academic areas.

Our sincerest gratitude once again for your generous contributions.
   - Aaron & Veronica McLaurine, Soldiers of Honor

Cornerstone of Hope Lima has been so privileged to partner with the mission of 
Crossroads Church to provide lasting hope to the community! Crossroads has faithfully 
and generously given space, finances and hospitality to make counseling services 
available to individuals and families in need, to proactively equip numerous students 
and parents with healthy coping and communication skills that will last a lifetime, to 
welcome in 50+ community school staff to receive training to manage personally and 
professionally in a very difficult season, and to aid the ongoing ministry of Cornerstone 
of Hope! Crossroads has consistently represented “God with us” 
through welcoming individuals in and coming alongside to provide 
practical support that equips individuals of all ages to live whole 
and holy. The joy of serving with Crossroads is watching their 
mission and Cornerstone’s come together in a way that evidences 
God doing more through the whole body of Christ serving together 
than we could ever do alone!

   - Kari Taylor, Executive Director of Cornerstone of Hope
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Being a part of the Crossroads family has been an amazing 
opportunity for spiritual growth!  Crossroads has so much to offer 
families in the way of service to others in communities near and 
far, in the way of courses and life groups that encourage learning 
about yourself and God, and through the engagement with other 
Crossroad families here on campus.  My family and I have had the 
privilege to take part in many of these activities and it has brought 
us much joy.  We are excited to be a part of this Church and look 
forward to continuing our journey to knowing God even more and 
serving others.

   - Crossroads Family

When I think about Crossroads Church I see a church with a heart for people in their 
community and beyond! This church and their leaders focus their efforts to be good 
neighbors. This good neighbor emphasis extends way beyond Lima throughout Ohio and 
the Midwest. 

One example of this good neighbor policy is the hosting of the annual Lima Leadership 
Event for Ohio, Michigan and Indiana Church of God pastors. This event is centered on 
helping pastors network to answer the question, “How can we extend the Kingdom of 
God?” 

Crossroads has also led the way in the Mission 120 initiative that concentrates on helping 
churches develop and implement a disciple-making pathway.

Thanks Crossroads and Pastor Brian for being a leading church with 
a vision to apprentice folks to Jesus and in the process love them 
well. Your best days are before you!
 
   - Esther Cottrell, Church of God State Pastor

Crossroads has been the difference in Great Lakes 
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Church’s resurrection. Your community bridged a 125 mile gap to 
love, lead, serve and support. GLC is here today, confident and 
thriving, because your community took a risk on ours and made 
a strategic kingdom-investment in Lorain, OH. We are excited for 
the new kingdom investments on the horizon for Crossroads! And 
we are grateful for a Jesus legacy that’s moving forward. 

   - Pastor Cody, Pastor at Great Lakes Church

Celebrate Recovery is just the tool that the Lord has used to revive 
my soul. CR has given my life back to me, has helped me cope and 
taught me how to live again. One day at a time.

   - Celebrate Recovery Partipicant

We have been lucky to be a part of The Learning Tree family for 7 
years! We have 3 children currently enrolled, with our youngest joining the group when 
he turns 18 months old in October. From the initial tour, we knew that it would soon 
become a 2nd home to our kids, but also an extended family for all of us....and The Tree 
has not disappointed!

The staff is amazing and our girls love their time spent at “school.” From summer field 
trips, Grandparents day, alphabet week, family movie nights, beach day, playing in a 
mound of popcorn, endless crafts and parties, KR graduation, Muffins with Mom/Donuts 
with Dad, Spring and Christmas programs,....these are the memories our girls will hold 
onto forever.

As parents, we cannot express how much we appreciate not only the love, attention, 
structure, and life-skills given and taught to our kids, but also the 
understanding and flexibility to support us as full-time working 
parents (let’s not even mention COVID!). We are truly blessed 
that God led us to a fantastic childcare program, clearly supported 
by a wonderful and gracious church family.

   - The Learning Tree Parent
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We’ve recently gotten married and went through pre- marital 
counseling with Pastor Brian. We feel like this counseling has 
provided us with wisdom and tools to build a strong, God centered 
marriage. Coming to this church the past two years together has 
given us the opportunity to be involved in our church community, 
and build relationships that will walk along side us before marriage 
and even now that we are married. We really value the vision 
statement of this church that focuses on faith, love, and community 
and we hope to embody these characteristics in our marriage and 
our future family.

   - Crossroads Family

My son has had better behavior in class and less outbursts. 
   
   – Battling Big Emotions Parent

I have had a job since I was 14 years old. My jobs consisted of things like babysitting, 
waitressing and working in an office. I have been so blessed by each of them but it 
wasn’t until I came to The Learning Tree that I knew how much a place of work could 
feel like a family. 

I had only been working here for 3 months when my father in law passed away and the 
amount of love and care I received during that time was immeasurable. They truly care 
for each other and the children that come to the center. Time and time again I have 
watched teachers and administration come alongside parents during difficult times or 
just to lend advice when needed. 

Finally, I am grateful that the love of Christ is taught and shown to the children. Being able 
to incorporate God into my lessons and have those conversations 
with children has been a great joy of mine. 

Overall, my experience here at “The Tree” has been fantastic. I 
feel like I can fully extend love to the children in my class because 
of the love that is extended to me through my co-workers and 
administrators.

   - The Learning Tree Staff Member
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We, as Crossroads, have walked beside the church and individuals in Uganda through 
their spiritual development. We were able to help build two schools, a road, a church 
through their communities. Over 30 Ugandan children have 
been sponsored through Children of Promise with covers the 
child’s schooling, nutrition, medical, and spiritual needs. These 
relationships that have been established will last a lifetime. As 
many in the community feel useless and unloved due to HIV/
AIDS, God has used our relationships to them find their worth 
and experience the love of Christ.

   - Bob Gould, on Crossroads Ministry to Uganda

I have been a big fan of The Learning Tree for many years.  Our son started there 30 
years ago when he was just 8 weeks old. He went to daycare at the old church location 
which was closer to Lima & on the other side of the road.  

I always loved all of the teachers.  They made us feel very comfortable leaving him 
there.  Shanda was one of the teachers back then. Some of our fondest memories 
were the Thanksgiving Feast, Christmas program, Spring program, & loving all the 
things he made & brought home to us.  

Where has time gone, we are now on the other side of the fence looking in.  Our son 
is now 30 with a wife & 3 children of his own.  We are still in love with The Learning 
Tree!!  Two of the grandkids (Charlotte & Beckham) are going there at this time.  I 
love hearing about their day & how much fun they are having. Now able to enjoy 
grandparents day & programs.  Always nice to see a familiar face as Shanda is still 
there. Many other familiar faces now & always friendly smiling faces to make you feel 
safe & comfortable with our grandkids.  The daycare has grown 
in so many positive ways & I always recommend it to others. I 
also love the fact that it is faith based for the kids. 

Many thanks to everyone at The Learning Tree for all of your 
hard work & preparation for taking such great care of everyone’s 
children & grandchildren everyday!!! 

   - The Learning Tree Parent
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At Our Daily Bread Soup Kitchen, we want everyone to feel welcome and to know that 
we love and care about them. No one exemplifies that more than the crew that comes 
from Lima Crossroads. Some of the people that come here for a meal are at their lowest 
point, then to be greeted by someone with a big smile and who you can tell are not just 
serving a meal, but serving up fellowship and God’s love. Seeing how much they enjoy 
serving always brings a special energy to the kitchen. Crossroads 
is also one of just two churches that regularly sends a Pastor 
to serve with the congregation. This shows us how committed 
Crossroads is to our mission.

   - Randy, Director of Our Daily Bread Soup Kitchen

“This group provided a better understanding of big emotions and 
making it easier for kids to communicate.”

    - Battling Big Emotions Parent

The Celebrate Recovery ministry has helped me to realize just how 
big my God truly is. Weekly, I am shown the depth of the Lord’s 
love for me. How far he is willing to go to revive my soul from the 
darkness that has consumed it for so long.

   - Celebrate Recovery Participant

I thank God for Crossroads Student Ministries. My family has been 
eternally impacted by the love. So many adults have poured into 
the lives of our kids. We truly have gained new family members.
   
   - Crossroads Family
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My non-profit organization has been partnering with Crossroads Church for several 
years. Working with Brian and the staff of the church has been an extremely positive 
experience. We are completely dependent on recruiting volunteers from the community, 
and Crossroads has for years allowed us access to not only set up a table in the church 
lobby, but to speak of our mission and needs during the weekend 
services. We have several Advocates who have come to us from 
recruiting at the church, and we continue to present a couple of 
times each year. As important, several times throughout the year the 
church prays for us; our staff, our volunteers, and the children we 
serve, and for that we are deeply appreciative. Crossroads does an 
excellent job of being the body of Christ in the community, and cares 
about the families in our area.
 
   - Tim Thurston, CASA/CAC Director

When my wife and I first attended Crossroads, we were received 
and welcomed immediately.  It was important for us as a family 
to be able to connect to a church, not just on Sunday mornings 
but through developing relationships with others.  Crossroads has 
been a great place to connect,  build those relationships, and grow 
together in Christ.  Over time Crossroads has become more than 
a church to us, it has become family. 

   - Crossroads Family

Thank you for teaching the kids.
Thank you for caring deeply for the kids.
Thank you for providing a safe “normal” for the kids this past year.
Thank you for being supportive.
Thank you for staying open during the shutdown. 
Thank you for being you.

   - The Learning Tree Parent
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Receiving Crossroads partnership has allowed countless students 
to be reconciled to Christ, transforming the university, the 
marketplace, and the world. We have been commissioned to make 
disciples of all nations at all costs. As this partnership continues 
we will witness such things as international students introduced 
to the gospel of Jesus Christ, marketplace missionaries serving 
in Sri Lanka, educations provided to children in Honduras, 
Churches planted among Muslims in Mali, depression and suicide 
erradicated from Alaskan villages, and so much more! 

   - James Baker, Chi Alpha Christian Ministry

“Opened up conversations with our son about emotions.” 
   
   – Battling Big Emotions Parent

[The Battling Big Emotions] group gave my son a positive way 
to work through his feelings and how to handle his emotions.” 

   – Battling Big Emotions Parent

Celebrate Recovery has been greatly rewarding. I have learned 
the meaning of “Insanity…making the same choices, expecting a 
different result.”  I am learning how to see people as God sees 
them, broken and afraid, rejected and hurting, trying to survive 
in a world that is neither kind nor non-judgemental.  It has taught 
me to come along side others, not to fix them, but to listen to 
their stories. It inspires great compassion and grace in me.
  
   - Celebrate Recovery Participant



Throughout the five years that I worked at The Learning Tree, I learned and grew 
so much. When I began working there, I was 20 years old and attending college. 
During this time, I worked in school age. I greatly valued being able to share God’s 
word and love with the children. As they grew in Christ, I grew. I wanted to be an 
adult who led by example and having the constant eyes of children on me kept me 
accountable. 

When I became a KR teacher, I was with the same group 
of kids all day, which meant I had the ability to turn my 
classroom into a sanctuary at any point. I greatly valued all 
the opportunities I had to share Christ with the sweet babies 
in my classroom. Honestly, it’s something that I still hold so 
near to me heart.
     
   - The Learning Tree Staff Member

As a young single divorced parent, I was looking for a daycare for my 2 year old 
who is now 42 years old. I instantly felt trust and acceptance after conversing with 
the daycare administrator Susan Driggers Hord. As time went 
on we began attending that church. 

The Learning Tree impacted my life and has many others 
for 45 years.  It continues to be known in our community 
and surrounding communities for their expertise teachings, 
creativity, safety, along with acceptance and care. 
   
   - The Learning Tree Parent

The group provided life tools to recognize why he feels what 
he feels. 
   - Battling Big Emotions parent
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Jesus, through Celebrate Recovery has saved my life.
 
   - Celebrate Recovery Participant

We have been lucky to be a part of The Learning Tree family for 7 years! We have 
3 children currently enrolled, with our youngest joining the group when he turns 18 
months old in October. From the initial tour, we knew that it would soon become a 
2nd home to our kids, but also an extended family for all of us....and The Tree has 
not disappointed!

The staff is amazing and our girls love their time spent at “school.” From summer field 
trips, Grandparents day, alphabet week, family movie nights, beach day, playing in 
a mound of popcorn, endless crafts and parties, KR graduation, Muffins with Mom/
Donuts with Dad, Spring and Christmas programs,....these are the memories our girls 
will hold onto forever.

As parents, we cannot express how much we appreciate not 
only the love, attention, structure, and life-skills given and 
taught to our kids, but also the understanding and flexibility 
to support us as full-time working parents (let’s not even 
mention COVID!). We are truly blessed that God led us to a 
fantastic childcare program, clearly supported by a wonderful 
and gracious church family.

   - The Learning Tree Parent
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As I reflect on the last twenty years, many changes have come and gone, but 
Crossroads still remains a church of faith - serving as a caring, loving, and growing 
church. 

The support and comforting care I have received has been 
wonderful. I’ve also found many opportunities to serve and 
make lifelong friends who will always be by my side. Serving 
with the Heart to Honduras team really taught me humility. 
I also enjoy being part of a group of people on call to make 
hospital calls.   I treasure these people as family.
There many ways to be able to share and care for people. My 
involvement in the church has been a blessing to me and I 
encourage others to engage as we move the church forward 
in growing, sharing, and caring.

   - Crossroads Family

As a young single divorced parent, I was looking for a daycare for my 2 year old 
who is now 42 years old. I instantly felt trust and acceptance after conversing 
with the daycare administrator Susan Driggers Hord. As time went on we began 
attending that church. 

The Learning Tree impacted my life and has many others 
for 45 years.  It continues to be known in our community 
and surrounding communities for their expertise teachings, 
creativity, safety, along with acceptance and care. 
   
   - The Learning Tree Parent
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2021... and Beyond!

3 Rooms 
Added to The Learning Tree 

to Serve 60 More kids

6 Adult Classrooms  
For Sunday Morning and Life Groups

Large
Conference Room 

for Courses, Retreats, & Meetings

Renewed  
Recreation Field

For Gatherings, Parties, 
School Functions

Renovated  
Big Room and Worship 
Center with new chairs 

and flooring

Chapel & 
Breakout Rooms
For Crossroads Students

Increased 
Community Care

Through Growing Partnership with 
Cornerstone of Hope, Spread the 
Bread, and Celebrate Recovery

Courtyard
For Weddings, Parties,

 Showers, and Receptions

Gym  
For Community Sports and 

The Learning Tree
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Where do we go from here?

Because of the generosity and faithfulness of so many people, Crossroads stands in a 
healthy place financially.  Although we have come a long way and seen great things 
happen in the life of our church, we are not done yet!  We are called to be Christ’s 
ambassadors in our community.  We want to continue to push ourselves to be agents 
of hope restoring our community and inviting people to follow Jesus in their everyday 
lives.
 
Today, the community needs the Church to be a resource of hope --- bringing wholeness 
(spiritual, emotional, relational, physical) to our community.  Because of our financial 
stability, we are positioned to bring spiritual retreats, services, classes, counseling, and 
care for the vulnerable among us.
 
Let’s embark together to see His kingdom come, His will be done, on earth as it is in 
heaven.

   - Pastor Brian



Who We Are
Inviting people to apprenticeship to Jesus:

learning to live by faith,
transmit hope,

and be known by love.

Framework of Formation

Four Key Initiatives
1. Other-centered/Mission-minded 

2. Equip families for challenges ahead

3. Wholistic healing through resourced counseling

4. Leadership development

Apprenticeship

Faith 

Hope 

Love



1. Increase the lobby size

2. Additional adult classrooms for groups and courses

3. Chapel with breakout rooms for Crossroads Students and formation retreats

Goals for the Proposed 
Addition
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Floor Plans

Floor 2
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Key

1-6 Classrooms

7-9 Storage

10 Gym

11 Chapel

12-15 Breakout Rooms

16 Coffee Bar




